
CURRENTLITERATURE.

Minor Notices.

The second volume 1 of biological lectures delivered at the marine

biological laboratory of Woods Holl has recently appeared, the first

volume having appeared in 1890. Ten lectures are included, all given

by investigators upon subjects connected with their own work, and all

presenting current problems. It would be impossible to review a work
made up of so many important and independent parts, and where
each part is the compact presentation of a large subject. It is suffi-

cient to indicate such titles as are of botanical or general biological

interest, and to state that this collection of lectures is one that every

student of biology should read. The botanical and biological titles

are: The mosaic theory of development, E. B. Wilson; The fertiliza-

tion of the ovum, E. G. Conklin; On some facts and principles of

Physiological morphology,
J. Loeb; Dynamics in evolution, J.

A.
R}der; On the nature of cell organization, S. Watase"; The inade-
quacy of the cell-theory of development, C.O.Whitman; The influence
of external conditions on plant life, W. P. Wilson; Irrito-contractility
ln Plants,

J. M. Macfarlane.

The proceedings of the Indiana Academy of Sciences for the year

'892 have been issued and recently distributed. They form a creditable

ume of l6 9 pages and two plates. The botanical part embraces
seventeen papers given by tide only> and nine given in fu u or nearly

^

• I he latter are: Grinnellia Americana, by M. A. Brannon; Botan-

t

heId wor k in western Idaho, by D. T. MacDougal; The applica-
10n of mathematics in botany, by Katherine E. Golden; Notes on

CCrtam Pla nts of southwestern Indiana, by John S. Wright; Epider-
anH

spines of Cactacese, by E. B. Uline; The genus Cactus, by

registration of the growth
v- M. Fishe

™sin th ickness (with plate), by Katherine E. Golden; Notes (

by JoT™"
1

' by W
'

L
'

Bray; and The Lilly herbarium and its work '
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